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Australia’s Merger Policy and the 
Caltex/Ampol Merger Case

Sandra Navalli

1  ECENT cvcnLs have signalled the emergence of the Australian Competition 
r f  and Consumer Commission (ACCC), formerly the Trade Practices Com- 

JL. manission (TPC), as a powerful and active regulator. The reviews ol the 
ACCC’s draft merger guidelines by the Industry Commission (IC) and the ACCC 
itself make a closer look at the usefulness of die current guidelines and their appli
cation timely. Under die current rules, die ACCC has intervened in mergers in 
prominent industries such as petrol, banking and pay TV. The Caltex/Ampol 
merger in 1995 provides a useful example of die factors the ACCC may take into 
account in administering the merger test. It also shows how such cases are resolved 
by parties giving enforceable undertakings radier than through lidgaUon.

Current Merger Test and Underlying Policy

From 1977 to 1992, a merger was unlawful if it created or enhanced a position of 
‘market dominance’. In 1992, following die recommendations of die Senate 
Standing Committee on Ixgal and Constitutional Affairs (1991), Section 50 of the 
Trade Practices Act (TPA) was amended and the ‘market dominance’ test was re
placed by a ‘substantially lessening competition’ test, which imposes a lower 
threshold of additional market power following a merger. Judicial interpretation of 
the ‘dominance’ test had allowed concentration up to the point of duopoly, even if 
significant barriers to entry existed. The threshold was breached if die acquiring 
firm could control die market; but, as long as die relevant market consisted of at 
least two large firms, it was thought that no firm could exercise dominance. Some 
commentators judged dial die test {laid too much attention to structure, concentra
tion and market share, and argued that more emphasis should be placed on com
petitive pressures faced by firms in the industry and on behavioural market analysis 
(for example, Tonking, 1992:292).

The amended TPA applies to acquisitions as well as mergers: a corporation 
may not ‘direedy or indireedy acquire shares or assets if die acquisition would have 
the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market’. The acquisition of 
shares or assets may be by way of purchase, exchange, taking on lease, on hire or
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hire purchase. ‘Assets’ are undefined in the Act, but ordinary legal interpretation 
suggests that they would probably include both real (land) and personal property.

Market power may manifest itself in the ability to increase prices above com
petitive levels or to affect unduly the quantity and quality of goods. Unlike conduct 
provisions, which primarily use evidence of a firm’s actual behaviour, the TPA re
quires the ACCC to f orecast the potential effects of a merger. Since this involves a 
margin of error, more caution is required before any decision to intervene is made.

Section 50(3) of the TPA lists die following set of non-exclusive factors diat 
must be taken into account in judging whedier a proposed acquisition will result in a 
substantial lessening of competition:

• die actual and potential level of import competition in die market;

• die height of barriers to entry to die market;

• die level of concentration in die market;

• the degree of countervailing power in the market;

• the likelihood that die acquisition would result in die acquirer being able to in
crease significantly and sustainably prices or profit margins;

• die extent to which substitutes are available in the market or arc likely to be 
available in the market;

• die dynamic characteristics of die market, including growth, innovation and 
product differentiation;

• the likelihood that die acquisition would result in the removal from die market 
of a vigorous and effective competitor; and

• the nature and extent of vertical integration in the market.

Phe Act does not make clear the weights dial are to he assigned to these factors 
(Pasternak, 1994:89). But the ACCC’s Draft Merger Guidelines outline die follow
ing live-step approach for evaluating mergers:

1. Market definition.

2. Concentration thresholds: if die merger results in the four largest firms having a 
market share of 75 per cent or more and the merged lirm having a market 
share over 15 per cent; or if the four largest firms have less dian 75 per cent 
and the merged firm has 40 per cent or more, dien die TPC will proceed to die 
next step.
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3. Import competition.

4. Barriers to entry.

5. Other structural and behavioural market features.

Whereas the Act treats the threat of imports and barriers to entry as more im
portant than concentration ratios, die ACCC’s live-step approach applies these tests 
m reverse order. This reflects not only the ease of calculating concentration ratios 
but also a belief that concentration is a necessary hut not sufficient condition for the 
exercise of market power (Hay & Walker, 1993:43).

Companies may go ahead with mergers and run die risk of an ACCC challenge 
in the courts. Alternatively, if a proposed merger clearly would result in a substan
tial lessening of competition, they may formally submit it for authorisation to die 
ACCC (s.88(9)), which will apply a ‘public benefit’ test (s.90(9) and (9A)). The con
cept of ‘public benefit’ is more fully described in the ACCC’s Merger Guidelines. 
Such public benefits include efficiency gains arising from economies of scale or 
scope in production, distribution and/or marketing; industrial rationalisation, adjust
ing capacity to demand and/or reducing unit costs; investment in more efficient 
plant and equipment or distribution facilities; significant increases in real exports; 
significant substitution of domestic products for imported goods; expansion ol em
ployment or prevention of unemployment in efficient industries; other benefits to 
the public; and international competitiveness concerns.

The Economics of ‘Substantial Lessening of Competition’

The statutory ‘substantial lessening of competition’ test seems on the face of it to be 
economically sound. But the legislative factors contained in s.50(3) are similar to 
those used to determine ‘market dominance’ in previous court cases. In practice, 
therefore, the analytical process for the new test appears to be virtually identical to 
that for the old one, the difference lying in the lower threshold (Pasternak, 
1994:99). Nevertheless, the focus of inquiry has widened with the new guidelines. 
According to the explanatory memorandum the Trade Practices Legislation 
(Amendment) Act 1992, the new test examines changes to the amount of competi
tion in the entire relevant market. Whereas the current merger guidelines focus on 
the market share of the four largest firms, the older 1986 merger guidelines based 
on the old dominance test concentrated on the market share of the merged firm, 
with a market-share threshold of 45 per cent or a share which exceeded the nearest 
competitor by at least 15 per cent.

Yet the criterion of ‘substantial lessening of competition’ remains vague and 
lails to provide a clear yardstick. The explanatory memorandum defines 
‘substantially’ as connoting an effect on competition which is ‘real or of substance, 
not necessarily one which must be large or weighty’. However, as Deane J points

Re Queensland Co-operation Milling Association Ltd (1976) 25 FLR 169.
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out, ‘substantial’ is not only ambiguous, but ‘it is a word calculated to conceal a lack 
of precision’. Under the old Lest, the meaning of ‘dominance’ was similarly vague. 
Although ‘dominate’ was interpreted as something less than ‘control’, it did mean 
‘having a commanding influence on’.

If prices are used as a proxy for market power, how much do prices have to rise 
alter the merger for it to be said that competition is substantially lessened? The 
only certain test in the draft guidelines relates to concentration. But a concentration 
ratio which measures the sales of the four largest firms ignores their relative size and 
die total number of firms in that market. In die United States, die Herfindahl- 
Hirschman Index (HHI) is used, which measures absolute and reladve market con- 
centradon by summing die squared market shares of all firms. The HHI, if calcu
lated as a ratio, would produce a number between zero (perfect compeddon) and 
one (monopoly) (Inline, 1995). In Australia, with its smaller market, the HHI 
would generally result in high scores and therefore be of limited use. Dilficuldes in 
drafting more precise rules include lack of data, limitations in econometric mediods 
and die need to provide simple rules for die wider community (Prices Surveillance 
Audiority, 1995). But a balance needs to be maintained between flexibility and the 
uncertainty created by rules that confer too wide a discredon on the ACCC. The 
five-step test gives an impression of independent and discrete steps, whereas in real
ity significant overlap occurs: for example, imports may influence market definition.

Protecting Consumers

The ACCC’s increased profile and media releases suggest that it is adopting a 
stronger consumer protection role (Fels, 1995), implying a downgrading of die effi
ciency benefits to firms and shareholders from rationalisation in favour of benefits 
to consumers in terms ol lower prices. But efficiency gains may manifest them
selves in consumer gains, in producer gains or in any combination. Using merger 
legislation lor non-efficiency objectives as an indirect way to increase consumer wel
fare involves trade-ofls with the efficient allocation of resources in the industry. It 
also f ails to take account of flow-on effects f rom producer gains or profits, such as 
increased lax revenues, dividends, redistribution of resources and further industry 
investment (IC, 1992:6).

The pursuit of income-distribution objectives adds uncertainty to die efficiency 
impact of merger provisions. In any case, they can have only incidental income 
distribution effects compared with other government policies, including taxes, tar
iffs, government expenditures and labour market policies (NZBR, 1986). Merger 
laws will also have a more arbitrary impact on income distribution than direct wel
fare measures: for example, decisions favouring consumers at the expense of pro
ducers, depending on patterns of consumption, may result in larger gains to high- 
income consumers. A lall in consumer prices caused by policies diat do not pro-

IT-
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348.
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mote efficiency may be offset by falling firm profits, lower investment and employ
ment, and higher interest rates (IC, 1992:6). The total net change in welfare from a 
proposed merger is a more appropriate benchmark for determining whether it 
should proceed. Stricter controls over mergers would therefore he warranted only 
to the extent that mergers resulted in significant overall welf are losses.

The Caltex/Ampol Merger

The ACCC’s blocking of die merger between Caltcx and Ampol surprised many 
industry and media commentators. Despite recent successful transport-industry 
court cases dealing widi pricing and anti-competitive conduct, die ACCC’s acdons 
marked a new and stronger level of monitoring, intervention and enforcement of 
competition laws. Few commentators expected diat die proposed rationalisation 
would breach the ‘substantial lessening of competition’ test or diat die IC (1994) 
report confirming die competitiveness of die petroleum industry would apparendy 
be ignored. The merger of die two smallest competitors (Ampol widi 13 per cent 
of the market and Caltex 17 per cent), was intended to lower dieir costs, dius allow
ing diem to compete more effectively widi die larger majors: Shell (27 per cent), BP 
(22 per cent), and Mobil (20 per cent).

How7 die ACCC applied the five-step approach to this merger is unclear. As die 
parties did not formally apply for authorisation, die ACCC was not explicidy re
quired to consider die ‘public benefit’ or efficiency gains (TPC, 1992:6). The lack 
of transparency in die evaluation process led to media speculation diat odier goals 
were being pursued. However, the reasons for the blocking of the merger were is
sued by press release (TPC, 1995a). These essentially reflected concerns diat inde
pendents (operators who compete with die oil majors) would be squeezed out of 
the petrol market.

Yet die presence of one strong independent was a decisive factor in die ACCC 
not opposing the 1995 Westpac-Challenge Bank merger, which reduced die num
ber of banks in Western Australia f rom six to live. BankWest was said to be a sub
stantial and profitable competitor on price and service with a 24 per cent market 
share in deposits and a similar market share of loans in WA. Independent regional 
banks were thought to add ‘diversity, innovation, closeness to customers and price 
competition’ in contrast to die ‘look-alike’ image of major banks (TPC, 1995a:29). 
But this glosses over the high degree of competition between die major banks for 
market share.

Reasons for the ACCC’s Decision

File ACCC justified its decision on a number of grounds (TPC, 1995a):

Refinery exchange agreements and other cooperative arrangements such as joint 
tcrminalling between die majors. Refinery exchange agreements allow oil majors 
to compete in all markets, without additional transport costs. Volumes of petrol arc 
swapped on a litre-for-litre basis between refineries in different States. Some argue
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that independents have difficulty in making supply agreements because ol their lack 
of refineries. But this ignores die current excess capacity of refineries, which makes 
it profitable for majors to offload excess quantities quickly. The IC (1994:55) found 
that, on balance, refinery exchange agreements increase competition by reducing 
transport costs and allowing firms to compete in markets where dicy do not have 
refining capacity. Furdier, joint terminals allow costs of such facilities to be mini
mised and are not necessarily a result of anticompetitive or collusive behaviour.

The small number o f  suppliers o f  petrol and inelastic demand for petrol. Ac
cording to die Office of Reguladon Review (1995:23), die best evidence suggests 
dial aldiough a monopolist may charge a high price, die entry of one or two firms 
usually results in effeedve compedtion. Once a market has diree to five suppliers, 
an addidonal entrant has litde impact on pricing. However, die number of suppli
ers and die nature of die demand alone are inadequate indicators of market power, 
and inelasdc demand is an ambiguous one. The real quesdon is whedier prices 
have been, or can be, higher dian dicir compeddve level. Domesdc price increases 
have lagged behind inflation (IC, 1994:45) and, by internadonal standards, Australia 
has die sevendi-lowest (pre-tax) price (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

OECD gasoline prices and taxes, 4th quarter 1994
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No formal price controls exist on retail petrol prices in Australia. Instead, the 
Prices Surveillance Authority sets maximum wholesale petrol prices with reference 
to import parity prices from the Singapore market. The threat of imports is also an 
effective force providing competitive pressure. Currently, imports are low at around 
6 per cent, and excess capacity exists in die domestic industry. Importers in West
ern Australia and a new importer in Victoria suggest diat diere are no significant 
barriers to importing should it become profitable to do so or should domestic 
shortages occur (Shann, 1995:37). If domestic prices are high and majors are 
making significant profits, diere may be sufficient incentive for independents to in
vest in terminal facilities for imports and expand distribution networks.

Low levels o f  excess refining capacity. Currendy, Ampol is supplied by odier oil 
majors. An unimpeded merger would have led to Ampol absorbing Caltex’s 
Kurnell refinery’s excess capacity. Aldiough independents currendy buy from Cal- 
tex, total industry refining capacity would remain unchanged. It would be in die 
commercial interests of odier majors to supply independents once Ampol has 
switched to Caltex, in order to minimise stock build-up while producing close to full 
capacity. Australian refineries typically operate on an average capacity of about 90 
per cent, but this fluctuates widi demand conditions, not only for petrol, but for 
other joint products (IC, 1994:22). Refining is highly capital-intensive and hence 
has high fixed costs but low variable costs. Oil majors have an incentive to keep 
output as high as possible. They find it beneficial to produce more petrol at mar
ginal cost and sell it at low prices (as long as diey more dian cover marginal cost) 
rather dian make no sales at all.

Vertical integration o f  the majors if trough ownership interests in distributors and 
retailers, and tied franchises. Verdcal integration is a common feature of many 
industries because it reduces transacdon and administration costs. Whedier diese 
arrangements affect compeddon by allowing majors to exercise control over die 
market is unclear. Most likely, these agreements do not add to market power, given 
die existence of odier compedtors (IC, 1994:60).

Subsidisation by die majors o f  low retail and wholesale margins dirough high re- 
lining margins. Annual reports consistendy show diat die petroleum industry is not 
highly profitable, with low rates of return compared widi odier processing indus
tries. Four big marketers left during the 1980s. Recent low profit figures suggest 
strong compeddon for market share by die live remaining oil majors and die need 
lor radonalisadon to achieve cost savings. Presumably, if petrol were a highly prof
itable market, not only would independents be attracted to invest, but odier muld- 
nadonal oil companies would be seeking to enter —  not exit —  die industry.
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The evident strategies ot the majors to constrain independent operators in view 
of:

• The reduction in the viability o f  independent operators caused by low whole- 
side and retail margins. But these conditions are laced by all participants and 
are consistent with fierce competition.

• A reduction and restriction in supply o f  petrol from die major re liners to inde
pendent wholesalers and distributors. Radier Uian being part of a ‘strategy’ to 
limit competition, diis has resulted from die declining excess capacity in die in
dustry. Aldiough this may be reversed widi addidonal investment in refining 
capacity, such investment is highly dependent on forecast growdi in demand as 
well as the regulatory and economic climate. Imports arc also a viable source ol 
supply.

• Restrictions placed on certain companies and people from entering the market 
and on the use o f  former retail petrol sites for petrol retailing, "flic industry has 
seen a radonalisation at all levels. Retail sites have been reduced from 20,000 in 
the 1970s to 9,000 today. In a highly compctidve market widi low margins, low 
volume sites are being closed.

• The absence o f  independent networks ol sullicient size to justify the cost o f  im
portation and o f appropriate facilities for the independent importadon o f  petrol 
on significant scale (other tJian in Perdi). This is mainly caused by die absence 
ol incentives to invest in networks and facilities in an unprofitable market. II 
there are regulatory or development approval impediments in setting up import 
facilities, then these barriers should be addressed directly, not indireedy dirough 
merger laws.

The evident strategics o f  die majors to limit compcddon at die wholesale and re
tail levels. Given the high visibility of petrol prices, oil companies are olten subject 
to public criticism. But pricing ‘strategies’ are dictated by the nature and structure 
of the industry and are affected by a number of factors.

Factors Influencing Prices

fhe Motor Trades Association of Australia estimates that refineries lose money if 
operated below 95 per cent capacity (legislative Assembly for the ACT, 1994:31). 
But as companies also want high prices to cover capital costs, prices may lluctuate as 
a result. Surplus is also dumped at high volume retailers close to die refinery, and 
sold cheaply to independent distributors.

Another factor influencing price cycles is the fact diat independents generally 
have lower costs and may seek volume by undercutting. They must gain enough 
volume growth to offset die reduction in their margin lor petrol. Due to the high 
degree of substitutability between brands, others lose sales and try to match die
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lower price. Refiners have significant incentives to maintain market share due to 
die current levels of excess capacity. BP indicated that a 1 per cent increase in mar
ket share of petrol is equivalent to 172m litres, or $l()0m in revenue at current 
pump prices (IC, 1994:85). Oil majors usually offer assistance such as special sub
sidies to match price falls. Franchisees are usually required to absorb some of the 
reduction unless price exceeds a determined minimum margin. The level of sup
port varies with conditions in the vicinity ol the retailer. Concessions are usually 
selective; this localises the price war to specific parts of the city, usually the vicinity 
of the refinery. They can be extended or terminated by the supplier without notice 
over die phone, but, widiout diese concessions, price wars could not occur. The 
speed widi which die oil majors act depends on how much market share diey lose. 
If diey follow quickly, die price cycle may be faster. However, there is usually a de
lay in responding: odierwise price wars would never start in the first place. If prices 
always adjusted instantaneously to match die independents, diere would be no in- 
cendve to undercut to gain a temporary advantage.

Majors may want to keep prices low to punish independents, retain market 
share and deter future undercutdng. Independents share the consequence of price 
cutdng (lower margins) widiout die benefit of greater volume. When costs become 
too great, all oil companies tend to remove dealer support and independents usually 
follow to regain margins. This observed behaviour has been said by consumer 
groups to indicate die presence of some collusive power held by the oil majors (IC, 
1994:3).

Given die complexity of factors dial influence die price of petrol, it is unlikely 
diat any pardcular reason can be singled out as die main cause of petrol price fluc- 
tuadons. Bodi supply factors (excess capacity and limited storage) and seasonal 
demand conditions may influence pricing strategics. It is also difficult to ascertain 
on die basis of die pattern of price fluctuations whedier any collusive behaviour ex
ists. A simultaneous move in price hy all oil majors may be a compeddve response 
to a change in market condidons and not necessarily a result of tacit collusion. 
However, factors such as die exit of a number of refiners, die ability of an inde
pendent to import, die entry of a new' participant, and die low profitability in the 
retail and wholesale sectors suggest diat compeddon is strong or collusion between 
oil majors ineffeedve. The available economic evidence of present pricing behav
iour and die likely effect widi one less player was arguably not sufficiendy compel
ling to justif y die decision to block die merger between Ampol and Caltex.

Enforceable Undertakings

After two mondis of negodadons, Caltex and Ampol made specific, detailed and 
legally enforceable undertakings under s.87B of die TPA, designed to produce sig
nificant structural changes to die advantage of independent operators. These in
clude: die sale of six oil distribution terminals to allow import, storage and distribu
tion of petrol supplies to independent wholesalers and retailers; agreement to sup
ply at least a billion litres of petrol a year to independents on ‘reasonable commer
cial terms’; die sale of a number of distributorships, 20 distribution depots, 35 city
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and 15 country retail sites to independents; and guaranteed direct access by inde
pendents with supply agreements to Ampol/Caltex terminal facilities (TPC, 1995b).

The cost of these concessions is estimated by the parties to represent approxi
mately 10 per cent of the total efficiency savings from the merger (between $500m 
and $700m) (Shaun, 1995). This highlights the ACCC’s unprecedented scope for 
market intervention. The ACCC justifies these undertakings as a ‘structural solu
tion’ rather than ‘behavioural undertakings’ on price, quality or service guarantees. 
In die TPC’s 1994-95 Annual Report, the latter arc said to be unlikely to address 
any anti-competitive elfects of a merger because

• die undertakings replace die dynamic elfects of competition widi regulated out
comes;

• there are limits on die capacity of regulated arrangements to address adequately 
all dimensions of competitive price, quality and serv ice;

• there are limits on die ACCC’s capacity to design a system dial is capable ol 
monitoring and enforcing the achievement of price, quality and service guaran
tees in a satisfactory way;

• the undertakings put the ACCC in the position of an industry or market regula
tor, which is inappropriate and imposes administrative demands beyond its re
sources; and

• markets change over time, while regulated outcomes delivered dirough enforce
able undertakings are static (TPC, 1995c:37).

However some of these arguments also apply to ‘structural’ undertakings. One 
full-time employee of die ACCC has been assigned exclusively to monitor and en
sure compliance with undertakings given by the parties. Further, unlike die merger 
and conduct provisions which apply to all participants in the petrol industry, s.87B 
can in ellect be used to impose burdens and conditions on particular companies. It 
is difficult to justify requiring Caltex/Ampol to supply and sell assets to independ
ents when no odier refiner faces such obligations.

Some of diese conditions are also unnecessary, since the activities coincide widi 
the commercial interests of the parties, flic real question is whedier efficiency is 
enhanced by diis type of ACCC intervention. If existing refiners are acting collu- 
sively and making supernormal profits, sufficient incentives would exist for new en
trants to participate in the Australian petrol industry. There is no reason to favour 
independents on die assumption diat diey somehow respond diflerendy to com
mercial conditions. The ACCC is currendy investigating alleged price fixing be
tween independents and one major. This suggests diat pricing behaviour, collusive 
or competitive, is not determined by whedier or not a firm is an independent.
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If there arc problems with independents gaining access to terminal facilities, 
due to restrictive work practices such as the Laidely agreement which reserves deliv
ery areas for tanker drivers employed by the majors and members ol the Australian 
Petroleum Agents and Distributors, diese undertakings arc at best short-term stop
gap measures. They do not tackle the underlying barriers (if any) to entry or import 
competition for all actual and future competitors.

Conclusion

Widi a lower threshold test and a willingness to block or delay mergers, die ACCC 
has demonstrated a willingness to intervene with its unprecedented use of enlorce- 
ablc undertakings. As most rcccndy seen widi the proposed Foxtel/Australis 
merger, significant delays can be caused when die ACCC has ‘concerns’ dial s.50 
may be breached. Companies planning mergers will need to weigh die benefits of 
radonalisation against die additional costs of concessions made when bargaining 
widi the ACCC.

As for the ACCC’s conduct, there is a need for more transparency in die 
evaluation process even when authorisation is not sought. More detail of bow eco
nomics has been specifically applied, and of why arguments put by the parties have 
been rejected, would provide guidance and certainty for the broader commercial 
community.

Finally, in terms of wider policy considerations, such acdons could serve as a 
strong disincentive for investment in the domestic market. Even Michael Porter 
(whose work was quoted by the ACCC to support a strengthening of s.50) warns 
against interventionist government policies aimed at pardcular industries. He de
scribes the government’s role as inherently pardal, and observes diat it cannot create 
competitive firms. Successful government policies create an environment in which 
any firm can gain a competitive advantage (Porter, 1990:620, 624). The ACCC’s 
power to block mergers is an ineffective instrument when used as an opportunity to 
re-engineer an industry. If a market is uncompetitive, industry-wide policy reforms, 
not a piecemeal approach, are needed.
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